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Making spiral fabrication more predictable
A section bending machine gives fab shops the capability to produce these challenging forms

   

 By Dan Davis   March 12, 2021   Article   Bending/Folding   Join Discussion

You might think fabricating spirals is something that can be done only by a craftsman with years of experience and an incredible
attention to detail. That’s not necessarily the case.

Spiral production can be done consistently and accurately with the help of the right tools. This has been proven out by metal
fabricators serving industries, such as power plants, petrochemical production facilities, food manufacturers, and
manufacturers of industrial heating and cooling products.

But it’s not just the large manufacturers that use this type of technology. It’s also used by the craftspeople who fabricate
staircases and handrails. In all these instances, the fabricators need to meet exacting speci�cations so that the end product is
not only visibly acceptable, but also delivers on the original design intent.

Just think of the complexity involved in fabricating a single heat exchanger that has two spirals, either a smaller one surrounded
by a bigger one or two spirals of the same diameter and pitch that are inserted one inside the other. The �nal spiral fabrications
have to meet predetermined tolerances or the end products will not perform as expected.

 |  |  |  | 

A section bending machine has to be precise when forming spirals because you can’t go back for another pass with this sort of bending application.
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“As multiple passes are not possible during spiral rolling, customers require a combination of power and precision in the
equipment they use. Therefore, the machine must be powerful to achieve the desired capacity and accurate to achieve the
required tolerances in one pass,” said Federico Bonfogo, senior technical sales manager, Faccin Group, owner of the ROUNDO
brand.

ROUNDO section bending machines are designed to assist with this type of high-tolerance spiral production. Bonfogo
referenced heat exchangers again to describe what the company’s technology can do in this very challenging bending
application.

In heat exchangers, within the same spiral you might �nd tubes of different materials welded to each other. Each tube is
speci�ed for its task because each can withstand different steam pressures. Each material, however, reacts differently to
stresses during bending. That means that a section bending machine used for spiral production needs to be sensitive enough to
cope with each material’s springback characteristics.

In this case, Bonfogo said sophisticated hydraulics help the operator in this battle against the metal’s natural characteristics.
The operator of the section bending machine can �ne-tune the bend while processing the spiral to obtain a homogeneous
shape.

The standard features of the ROUNDO section bending machine’s hydraulic system help to deliver this production accuracy.
Operators can manipulate joysticks to control proportional movements for roll rotation and adjustment. They also can adjust
variable translation speed of the calibrating unit to further �ne-tune the spiral diameter after the pro�le has passed through the
bending rolls.

For customers who demand even further precision, Bonfogo said it is possible to equip machines with a microhydraulic
adjustment of the lower rolls. This allows for additional �ne-tuning achieved through separated commands on the control panel
and which are connected in parallel to the main roll’s adjustment.

Spiral rolling is complicated by the fact that customers are going to ask for many different types of pro�les, each with its own
mechanical properties and features. Even the same type of pro�le may have a large variety of dimensions, which affects the
rolling diameter and the pitch of the spiral as it is being fabricated.

Bonfogo said the large guide rolls on ROUNDO section bending machines act like calibrating units to ensure the desired
dimensions are delivered. Moreover, each unit includes different small rolls for the calibration of different types of sections.
These calibrating rolls can be placed in several positions on the frame of the calibrating units, making possible a range of
bending diameters that can be calibrated.

The section bending machines can be equipped with microhydraulic adjustment of the lower rolls to allow for �ne-tuning of the spiral as the forming
process takes place.
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Bonfogo said the section bending machine in its standard con�guration can roll both left and right spirals without having to
disassemble and reassemble the calibration unit according to the infeed side of the pro�le. This helps the operator to be more
productive, fabricating spirals instead of spending time preparing for a different setup.

A section roll bender that not only handles standard jobs, but also can adapt easily to spiral rolling, meets the needs of those
companies that run a variety of internal fabrication jobs, according to Bonfogo. The ability to move from one type of spiral
fabrication to another with no additional time required for changes to the section bending machine con�guration is a winning
proposition for any fab shop, even those that may not have an in-house spiral form fabricating expert.

Spiral forming is not limited to round stock. With the right rolls, flat bars, angle bars, T bars, and square bars can be accommodated.
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